When Regino of Prüm was putting the finishing touches to his chronicle in Trier in 908, he could hardly have suspected that it would go on to become one of the most influential of the historical texts written in tenth-century Latin Christendom, let alone that that people would still be reading it over a thousand years later, whether in its original Latin or in English or German translation, for profit or even for pleasure. 1 We can be confident that he wrote for more immediate purposes. Quite what these purposes were, however, remains contested, because historians are still not sure how best to characterise Regino's work. Was it a meditation on the virtues of rulers, a 'mirror of princes' in historical form for a young king? 2 Was it a calculated manoeuvre in a campaign for political rehabilitation, designed to restore its author to the position of leadership he had lost in mysterious circumstances almost a decade earlier? 3 Or was it a bleak reflection on royal dynastic failure, a narrative of slowly collapsing political certainties punctuated by kings' funerals?
What previous generations of historians tended to dismiss as derivative and unimportant -visually expressed by some nineteenth-century editors' decision to use a smaller type-face for recycled material -an impressive body of research has sensitised us to appreciate as the product of writers' often subtle and always deliberate interaction with existing texts, and an important part of their work as a whole. 6 History writers like Regino made choices about what they copied and how they copied it, and those choices merit study.
Yet we should not assume that early medieval history writers simply mined their material as mere proofs for interpretations already developed in contemplative isolation. Rather, we should consider how Regino's understanding of history, his Geschichtsbild, was created through dialogue: actual dialogue with his contemporaries, whose memories he demonstrably exploited; but also a more abstract dialogue with written texts. This is partly a simple question of the availability of sources, or lack of it. Regino's perspective on the past was -obviously enough -shaped by what he was able to know about it. As modern historians in prosperous countries become increasingly accustomed to instant, open access to their texts (and are increasingly encouraged to contribute to that development), it is all too easy to forget that people like Regino wrote in very different conditions. Texts could move fast in the early Middle Ages, but dissemination was often limited and transmission fragile, as contemporaries were aware. 7 As a consequence, Regino's knowledge of the past was surprisingly patchy in places.
It is however equally important to think about the influence exerted by those written sources that were available on the historical understanding of authors like Regino. 8 For these sources were often (though as we shall see, not always) themselves works of persuasion, intended to steer the reader's understanding of the past. To explore that influence in Regino's case is not to deny that he was an imaginative and insightful historian who interpreted his evidence, and did not simply copy it out. On the contrary, thinking about how Regino read the sources at his disposal brings both his imagination and his insight into sharp relief, by showing how he grappled with complex texts to make sense of a fragmented past. To coin a phrase, historians write their own history, but they do not write it just as they please. We need to understand how Regino's interpretation of the past was itself constructed, creatively, through interaction with previous interpretations.
In this article, I want to emphasise the role played by two sets of texts in Regino Given its emphasis on the limits of knowledge about the past, this article is in a way an inquiry into the fragility of cultural transmission in the early Middle Ages, even in the document-rich Frankish lands; it is also, though, a study of how 'archival pressures' did not simply impoverish tenth-century understanding of the ninth-century and earlier past, but provided conditions for its creative, and in this case powerfully enduring, interpretation. 9 Of particular importance here is the sense of decay which Stuart Airlie has convincingly argued suffuses Regino's account of the ninth century. 10 Regino has been described as the first historian to present not just the rise but also the fall of the Carolingian empire; he stands therefore at the origin of an interpretative paradigm which until recently dominated modern scholarship, and remains influential. 11 How he developed that interpretation through dialogue with his sources therefore merits closer investigation. Frankish politics of the 860s had been dominated by the increasingly desperate attempts of this young king to rid himself of his queen, Theutberga, which had included trial by ordeal, orchestrated confession, self-humiliation and even a proposed duel. 16 Even while the affair was still playing itself out, contemporaries called a tragedy (tragoedia), and true to that label, the 'King Lothar affair' ended badly. 17 Despite all his efforts, Lothar II died in 869 still married to Theutberga, and his uncles divided his kingdom, Lotharingia, between them. Lothar's son Hugh, born from a union with Waldrada for whose formal recognition the king had struggled so hard, later asserted his claim to his Staubach was also able to show that the original Trier manuscript had probably contained a few additional texts. In a note added on fol. 35 of his transcription, Brouwer revealed that he had omitted some papal letters already published in 1591. 32 He also abbreviated the contents of one text (the narratio), and omitted all but the first line of a precaria, a document that might have been copied into the manuscript at a later date. However, because Brouwer drew attention to his abbreviation in a marginal comment, mentioned the precaria grant elsewhere in his published work, and never referred to any other text that could have been in the manuscript, Staubach was confident that he had not left out much else. Moreover, because Brouwer made a marginal note commenting on the odd ordering of the letters, Staubach was sure that Brouwer had not re-ordered what he had found. 33 On the basis of this reconstruction, it is possible to make further observations about the lost manuscript. It was certainly not a complete record of all Bishop Adventius's writing. There are a few surviving texts written by him not that were not included in the manuscript, and we know of several more that do not appear to have survived at all.
The Vallicelliana manuscript
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Only texts with a bearing on Lothar II's divorce proceedings, between around 859 and 868, were copied into this manuscript. 35 The manuscript was not simply a record of Adventius's correspondence in this matter either, because it contained important texts that were not letters, and in any case several of the pope's letters were not addressed to Adventius, or even Lothar. To describe the manuscript as 'archival', as Staubach does, does not therefore go quite far enough. 36 Texts of varying provenance had evidently been copied into this manuscript for a specific purpose.
That purpose was not primarily historical. The manuscript's content was not arranged in chronological order, but roughly in blocks arranged by author. Whether a chronological order was intended within these blocks is very hard to tell, because few of the letters are dated, but it seems unlikely. 37 Nor was it didactic. No clear moral or legal lesson was implied or promoted by its contents: texts harshly criticising Lothar were copied alongside letters in which he defended himself.
The compiler even included documents that could have proved distinctly embarrassing for Adventius had they become public. One letter, from Adventius to Archbishop Theutgaud of Trier, rather dramatically declared that its pages must be burned after reading: 'let hungry Vulcan consume them once read'; another was explicitly for the recipient's eyes only.
This seems rather staged -almost designed to prove the risk the bishop was taking -but the inclusion of the text known as the narratio was potentially explosive even by the time the manuscript was put together. 39 In and for an easy overview of the major stages of the argument.
Adventius did not know in late 868 that his king and his kingdom were doomed; actually, he probably thought the worst was behind them. He had been consistently loyal to Lothar II, and there is no reason to suspect that he had any intention of ceasing to be. 57 
In the event, though, Lothar II's death in
August 869 rendered the divorce question obsolete, at least until his son Hugh was old enough to throw his hat into the ring. Within weeks of the news of the king's death, Bishop Adventius had stepped into line behind Charles the Bald, in whose coronation, choreographed by Hincmar of Rheims, he duly participated and indeed hosted at Metz. Lotharingia had begun its long journey to becoming a 'shadow kingdom'. 58 However, the Trier manuscript was not disposed of. On Adventius's death, it may well have passed to Adventius's nephew, Bertulf, the archbishop of Trier, who (as Regino pointed out) owed his appointment to his uncle's doughty service on behalf of King Charles immediately after Lothar II's death. 59 For it was probably in Trier that Regino, to return to the chronicler, stumbled across it, and put it to his own uses. 60 
Regino and the Royal Frankish Annals
Until his chronicle reached the 870s or so, when he could begin to make use of his own memories and experience as a well-connected individual, Regino necessarily depended on earlier sources. He made the most of oral stories circulating in the monastery of Prüm or in the city of Trier, but the bulk of his evidence for the chronicle, and the key to its thematic shape, was textual. He drew on a wide range of texts for his chronicle, including hagiography, chronicles and monastic records. 61 Alongside his chronicle, Regino wrote a canon law collection, which shows he also had access to Carolingian church councils and royal capitularies; either that access was temporary, or he did not consider them helpful or appropriate sources for a historical account, since, apart from the 895 council of Tribur, they do not appear in his account. 62 Of all the sources for his chronicle, the most important would seem to have been the Royal Frankish Annals, a version of which Regino declared he had found in 'a certain booklet'. 63 These annals were a set of detailed year by year accounts, originally composed at the Frankish royal court but that circulated widely in Francia. They are well-known today as a frankly tendentious representation of events that constantly emphasise the triumphs of the Franks in concert with their kings. In spite of their annalistic form, or indeed through it, they coherently promoted a celebratory understanding of the Frankish past that focused on both ethnicity and dynasty, and have been described as 'a skilfully constructed, highly selective portrayal of the careers of the Carolingian rulers whose fortune and success is identified with that of the Frankish people'.
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The most basic indication of their significance for Regino is that he imported them wholesale into his Simon MacLean has rightly drawn attention to the 'because' (quia) here: if most of Book II was a continuation of Royal Frankish Annals, Book I was effectively their 'back-story'.
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In effect, Regino's entire chronicle is an augmented Royal Frankish Annals.
But the Annals were not merely the kernel of Regino's chronicle. They shaped the structure of the history he wrote too. To begin with, it is probably the format of the Royal Frankish Annals that inspired Regino to apply AD dating to a 'world history' style of chronicle, and very unusually to begin not with creation but with the incarnation. 67 Regino's conception of history, no less, was framed by the Royal Frankish Annals. It is significant that unlike other early medieval authors, he eschewed traditional periodisations of history, whether world ages or world empires, in preference for a twobook structure: before the Royal Frankish Annals, and after them. This must be connected to Regino's unusually acute sense of living in 'modern times' (moderna tempora), a concept that occurs not just in the chronicle but in his canon law book. 68 For Regino, mesmerised by the little booklet he found in Trier, it seems the modern world had started in 741.
If Regino saw his task as repurposing the Royal Frankish Annals into a universalising framework to
write thereby the history of the Franks into world history, in a remarkable hybrid of ethnic, dynastic and universal history writing, he needed to do two things: provide the prequel, as it were, and bring the story up to date. 69 The first of these tasks, which constituted Book I, was technically challenging, because it involved fitting events reported by Late Antique sources using a range of chronologies into an AD format. 70 Conceptually, however, it was not difficult to write a history that led up to the rise of the Frankish kings as depicted in the Royal Frankish Annals: indeed, simply arranging the material before the Annals made the point at least implicitly. In contrast, the second task was more difficult than it might at first appear, for here Regino faced problems of both evidence and interpretation.
Regino's engagement with his sources
After the Royal Frankish Annals gave out in 813, and before he could rely on his own memory, Regino seems to have had remarkably little with which to work. He had, for instance, literally nothing to say about the years 819-828, and complained about the general lack of sources for the reign of Louis the Pious: '…concerning the times of the Emperor Louis, I have included very little because I
have not found written texts, nor heard from the elders anything that was worth committing to memory'. 71 This paucity of evidence, which has understandably puzzled modern historians -one of Louis's biographers, Thegan, had lived in Trier -is more likely to reflect Regino's marginal political position than an act of self-censorship. For reasons which remain obscure but were probably connected to political struggles over Lotharingia, Regino had been thrown out from the prestigious monastery of Prüm in 899, where he had been abbot since 892. 72 The archbishop of Trier had taken him in and given him the monastery of St-Martin, but charge of this poor and under-resourced institution hardly represented a return to Regino's previous prominence. 73 His lack of material might alternatively reflect the impact of the Viking raids, which seem to have caused genuine damage to
Trier's libraries in 882 (indeed, Adventius's dossier could have arrived in Trier with other texts as part of an effort to restock). 74 We can be confident that Regino had access to a text known as the 'Old Prüm Annals', a work now lost but that can be more or less accurately reconstructed. These annals though were decidedly thin, recording nothing about Lothar II other than his accession in 855 and his death as a young man (iuvenis) in 870 (an error for 869). 75 However, what Regino did unearth somewhere in Trier was
Adventius's dossier about Lothar II's divorce. As long ago as 1890, Regino's editor, Friedrich Kurze, had realised that Regino must have had at his disposal a collection of letters relating to the case. 76 By looking closely at Regino's text, Staubach conclusively showed there is very little doubt that Regino used the same manuscript that Brouwer himself saw and partially transcribed. Regino quotes extensively from four letters that are preserved nowhere else; other parts of his chronicle paraphrase or rely on other letters in the collection. 77 But we can and should go further. Regino did not merely use the manuscript; rather, to a great extent, his factual understanding of the mid ninth-century relied upon it. True, he did make heavy use of one papal letter not present in Brouwer's transcription (and not mentioned by Staubach either), in which Pope Nicholas gave a slightly muddled account of the divorce to the bishops of the east Frankish kingdom, inadvertently leading Regino himself into confusion. 78 However, this letter was amongst those printed in 1591 that Brouwer explicitly stated he had omitted, so it may well have been in the original. 79 It seems then that it was this manuscript, and it alone, that provided Regino with solid material with which to work after his copy of the Royal Frankish Annals had fallen silent. It would hardly be an exaggeration to say that if something about Lothar II's reign was not mentioned in the Adventius collection, Regino did not know about it. 80 The nature of his material accounts for the often hair-raising errors in chronology which plague
Regino's history of the middle ninth century. 81 These errors concerned not just Frankish history in general (for instance, Louis the German's 858 invasion of West Francia, wrongly dated to 866), but even the matter of Lothar's divorce. Pope Nicholas had sometimes himself become confused, many letters are undated, and anyway much information had been passed on orally, as the letters themselves explained.
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The consequent errors in Regino's chronology, compounded by inaccurate recollections worked into the text, by no means invalidate the interest and importance of the chronicle, or even suggest that he failed in his task, since relative chronology was perhaps more important for Regino than specific accuracy. 83 It is nevertheless striking that he is often more accurate about the distant past than about events just a generation or two before his own time, including events as momentous, and as important for his narrative, as Lothar II's travails. The lack of evidence for the middle ninth century from which Regino suffered, compared with the relative riches at his disposal for the earlier period, is a sobering reminder of how precarious knowledge about the past could be, even when abundant documentation, which would have transformed his knowledge, existed just a couple of hundred miles away.
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Yet the Adventius dossier might also account for rather more than just Regino's chronological slips.
Reading the letters it contained clearly made a great impression on Regino. It led him, for instance, to apply anachronistic standards of marital life to long-dead Merovingian kings, to pass implicit judgement on Charles the Fat's divorce, and in his canon law booklet even to overrule early Carolingian synods. 85 But more than that, it seems to have influenced his sense of the shape of Frankish history more broadly. If one reads the dossier side by side with the Royal Frankish Annals, as Regino would have done -for these were, to underline the point, the only two substantial 'historical' written sources at his disposal for the ninth century -and if one took both annals and dossier at face value -as Regino appears to have done, perhaps unfamiliar with such collections which were less common in the tenth century -a disjuncture becomes glaring. 86 It is a disjuncture that lies at the heart of Regino's text.
As already mentioned, the Royal Frankish Annals are a triumphalist re-telling of Frankish achievement under glorious kings, written precisely to give the impression of breezy success and sustained glorious achievement. 87 In and that you, who were in pollution, are still becoming polluted'; 'the affair of King Lothar -but would that he were king'; 'these kings and princes… are they truly kings and princes?' 89 The king himself complained that no predecessor had ever been so treated. 90 Any reader of the dossier would have realised moreover that the problem was not just a matter of poor relations with the pope. In the Council of Aachen in 862, the king himself is represented as lamenting his own weakness (sua imbecillitas). 91 A good half dozen of the texts in the manuscript dwelled on the present as dangerous times, tempora periculosa, a phrase with strong eschatological connotations that seem to have weighed heavily on Regino. '…under the great Charles, [the royal house] reached the highest peak of authority not only over the Franks, but indeed over various other peoples and kingdoms as well. After Charles's death fortunes changed, such that the worldly glory which had previously flowed beyond everything they had prayed for, began to gradually drain away in the same way it had risen…'.
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Measured against the culmination marked by the rule of Charlemagne in the Royal Frankish Annals, the reign of Lothar II, seen through the lens of Adventius's dossier, showed that decline had set in early, and revealed its causes too: the moral failure of kings, and the withering of the Carolingian dynasty that ensued. Regino, sure that the dynasty had been falling long before he first put pen to parchment, could make satisfactory sense of the turbulent politics of his own time as the final stages of a long-drawn out process, and did not hesitate to express this process as clearly as he could, with an interpretative confidence lacked by other history-writers. 97 Put together with his personal sense of injustice and the dates of death provided by the Annals of Prüm, the result was indeed a history in the 'shadow of Carolingian decline'.
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Conclusion
In his entry for the year 888, Regino's Chronicle provides the classic account of the 'fall' of the Carolingian empire, a passage often cited by historians. 99 Like many supposed historical turning points, however, this was an event whose significance was constructed retrospectively by observers, observers whose judgement was based not simply on what they saw happening with their own eyes, but on how it compared with what they knew of the past. 100 Historians now know that while Regino's time was certainly violent and disrupted, the localities in the Carolingian period had never really been peaceful; that the Royal Frankish Annals were a carefully constructed narrative promoting one particular, court-centred perspective, not an innocent year-by-year summary of events; above all, that ninth-century Frankish history cannot seriously be reduced to an arc from dynastic glory to dismal failure. 101 That however was exactly what it seemed to be to Regino, on the basis of a thin and tendentious body of evidence which he could read against the grain but not entirely transcend, even though there were two Carolingian kings on the throne as he wrote. 102 To form his own opinion, to construct a narrative of his own times in the light of the history that had preceded them, he could only compare, carefully and thoughtfully, a superbly partisan portrait of the Frankish people in glorious co-operation with a remarkably candid record of the intense and divisive politics of Lothar II's divorce. That Regino drew the obvious conclusion makes him neither naïve nor innocent -indeed he seems to have lightly edited his sources, including the Adventius dossier, to bring out the emergent point more clearly. 103 But
Regino's powerful narrative of the Carolingian rise and fall should be considered at least in part a projection onto a wider canvas of the distance between the carefully polished Royal Frankish Annals and Adventius's collection of useful but exquisitely unflattering material.
This projection proved immensely influential. Regino's impact on later historiography cannot be discussed fully here -it would repay a full-scale study -but it must be noted that his text was widely and quickly disseminated. 104 Most of the major eleventh-century world chroniclers of the Latin West seem to have known it, and were perhaps even inspired by it. 105 In fact, Regino's implicit interpretation of the ninth century, as a slow slide into the disorder of the tenth century linked to dynastic collapse, remained dominant amongst many historians until quite recently; any account of how a narrative of Carolingian decline was created and elaborated, even up to the present day, would have to pay him close attention, as in a sense the first historian of the Carolingian Empire. Ironically, in Regino's hands, they inadvertently provided the backdrop for documenting its decline, constituting a yardstick by which unworthy successors could be measured and found wanting. As for Adventius's dossier, this had been created as part of efforts to save a Carolingian kingdom and its king as they faced an uncertain future. These preparations were overtaken by events, and Adventius's political priorities changed in response. Yet through its chance arrival on Regino's desk, and treated as history rather than as case notes, Adventius's dossier took on a strange afterlife long after its compiler's death, shaping how that kingdom and dynasty's future would be narrated, interpreted and understood, once it had become the past.
